
Market Overview

Gold prices had a nice recovery during the fourth quarter that ended December 31, 2022 (Q4), increasing 9.8% during the Q4 

period and retracing almost all the losses incurred earlier in the year.  With bonds and equity markets both having relatively poor 

performances in 2022, gold, along with the U.S. dollar has proven to be a safe haven for investors in the volatile markets.

Gold prices continue to be driven by the difficult environment in the world today.  The Russian invasion of Ukraine continues to make 

headlines, with no signs of an imminent end.  War and political turmoil have traditionally been important drivers of flight to safe haven 

assets, including gold.  In addition to the situation in Ukraine, the U.S. Dollar Index (DXY), a measure of the U.S. dollar’s strength versus 

other currencies, was lower during Q4, the first quarterly drop so far this year.  A weaker DXY generally helps the price level of gold as 

its denominated in U.S. dollars.  The DXY was lower on the expectation that the Federal Reserve (Fed) might be getting close to ending 

its historic rate hikes.  

Expectations of lower yields in the future could also be beneficial for gold prices going forward.  While gold is traditionally seen as an 

inflation hedge, it also needs to compete as a safe haven with safe yield investments.  When risk-free rates increase, it decreases the 

attractiveness of holding gold as an asset.  If the Fed is nearing the end of its rate hike cycle, this would likely be seen as a positive for 

gold.  So far this year, the Fed’s aggressive rate hikes had been weighing on gold prices and longer-dated bonds.  Nonetheless, despite 

125 basis points (bps) (1.25%) in rate hikes in Q4, gold prices still managed to increase, as investors worry about inflation and negative 

real yields.

The demand for physical gold continues, with this year showing particular strength in demand from global central banks.  According 

to the World Gold Council report released on November 1, 2022, global demand in the third quarter increased 28% year-over-year, 

while central banks’ demand outstripped any annual amount in the past 55 years.  Much of this demand is seen coming from central 

banks diversifying away from U.S. Dollar reserves after the United States sanctioned Russian reserves following the outbreak of the war 

in Ukraine.

Quarter in Review

Gold premiums, broadly speaking, continued to be stable in the quarter.  Despite this, volatility levels are still higher than they have 

been historically.  In a high-volatility environment, HGY’s covered call strategy allows investors to generate higher premiums from the 

call options sold. As investors await the next move higher for gold, option premiums generated will offer some value in generating 

distributions going forward. 
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Commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with an investment in Horizons Gold Yield ETF (“HGY” or the “ETF”) managed by Horizons ETFs Management (Canada) Inc. The 
ETF is not guaranteed, its value changes frequently and past performance may not be repeated. The prospectus contains important detailed information about the ETF. Please read the relevant 
prospectus before investing.

Certain statements may constitute a forward-looking statement, including those identified by the expression “expect” and similar expressions (including grammatical variations thereof). The for-
ward-looking statements are not historical facts but reflect the author’s current expectations regarding future results or events. These forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks 
and uncertainties that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from current expectations. These and other factors should be considered carefully and readers should not place undue 
reliance on such forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are made as of the date hereof and the authors do not undertake to update any forward-looking statement that is 
contained herein, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required by applicable law.

This communication is intended for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase exchange traded products (the “Horizons Exchange 
Traded Products”) managed by Horizons ETFs Management (Canada) Inc. and is not, and should not be construed as, investment, tax, legal or accounting advice, and should not be relied upon in 
that regard. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any 
changes to their investment strategies. These investments may not be suitable to the circumstances of an investor.

All comments, opinions and views expressed are generally based on information available as of the date of publication and should not be considered as advice to purchase or to sell mentioned 
securities. Before making any investment decision, please consult your investment advisor or advisors. 

Outlook and Positioning

Gold finished Q4 on a strong note.  Fears of a potential U.S. and global recession in 2023 and a need by the Fed to reduce its hawkish 

stance would potentially help the gold price.  Continuing demand from central banks is also a potential tailwind going forward.  

Furthermore, the coming lunar new year period in China has historically been a beneficial time for gold prices – this would potentially 

be further aided in China’s case as COVID-19 cases reach a peak and lockdowns ease when cases begin to fall. 

Expectations of lower yields in the future could also be beneficial for gold going forward.  While gold is traditionally seen as an 

inflation hedge, it also needs to compete as a safe haven with safe yield investments.  When risk-free rates increase, it decreases the 

attractiveness of holding gold as an asset.  If the Fed is nearing the end of its rate hike cycle, this would likely be seen as a positive for 

gold.  So far this year, the Fed’s aggressive rate hikes had been weighing on gold prices and longer-dated bonds.  Nonetheless, despite 

125 basis points (1.25%) in rate hikes in Q4, gold prices still managed to increase, as investors worry about inflation and negative real 

yields.

Option premiums were mostly range-bound as market participants discounted lower volatility going forward. Despite this, volatility 

levels are still higher than they have been historically. In a high-volatility environment, HGY’s covered call strategy allows investors to 

generate higher premiums from the call options sold.
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